[Development of a clinical test of gait in frail elderly by a cognitive approach of locomotion].
From a cognitive approach of locomotion, we studied the feasibility and the reproducibility of a clinical test of gait which is devoted to predict fall. With a cross-sectional design, we studied the gait of 30 old subjects (average age 82.6+/-7.1 years). The gait course consisted of a 10m length in a well light room, with regular walking shoes. Two conditions were examined: walking with and without explicit cognitive task (mental arithmetic and verbal flow task). Time (seconds) and number of steps were collected by two operators Deviations and stops were video-taped. Number of figures was recorded with a tape recorder. The difficulty to perform gait conditions was estimated by each subject with a quotation ranging from 0 (easy gait) to 10 (difficult gait). Increases of time, steps, deviations and stops were observed when gait was associated to a cognitive task (6.4 seconds and 4.6 steps with mental arithmetic; 10.5 seconds and 6.7 steps with verbal flow task). All subjects managed this test. These results were reproducible across tests and operators. Walking with mental arithmetic was the most easy gait condition for subjects. The simplicity and the reproducibility of this test make it as adequate instrument of gait evaluation in geriatrics. Walking with mental arithmetic is the condition that must to be used. Validation of its predictive value for fall in frail elderly subjects remains to be shown.